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A- Tick the correct alternative:  
 

a) In the west of the Northern plain lies a big:  

i. Desert  ii. Land  iii. Sand  

b) A green and watery spot in the desert is called:  

i. An oasis  ii. Climate  iii. None  

c) This district is known as the “bread basket of Rajasthan?”  

i. Sadulsahar ii. Suratgarh iii. Ganganagar  

d) Nomads use camels to _________ their belongings:  

i. Transport  ii. Lived  iii. None  

 
B- Fill in the blanks using the appropriate words:  

 
a) The Great Indian Desert is partly rocky and partly sandy.  

b) The Great Indian Desert is also known as the Thar Desert.  

c) The small hills of sand are called sand dunes.  

d) The Indira Gandhi canal irrigates some parts of the Western Desert.  

e) In Rajasthan at Suratgarh there is a big wheat farm.  

f) A camel is also called the ship of the desert.  

g) The people of the desert are called nomads.  

  
C- Short Answer Type Questions: 

  
a) What is a desert?  

Answer- A large sandy place of land where there is very little rain and not much vegetation.  

b) What is an oasis?  

Answer- A Green fertile place with water and trees with a watery spot in the desert is called an oasis.  



c) Why are the days hot and the night cool during summer in the desert region?  

Answer- The climate in the desert region extreme type so the days are hot and the nights are cool during 

summer in the desert region.  

 
D- Long Answer Type Question: 

 
a) Describe the extent of the western Desert.  

Answer- the Western Desert extent is from the Aravalli’s to the boundary of Pakistan.  

b) Describe the climate of a desert?  

Answer- The climate in the desert is of extreme type, it is very hot in the summer and very cold in winter. 

During winter it is very cold in a desert.  

c) What are sand dunes? What makes sand dunes move from one place to another?  

Answer- The desert sands are always being blown about by the wind from one place to another and hills of 

loose sand are formed. These hills are called sand dunes. The sand blown away by the wind makes sand 

dune from one place to another.  

d) Why camel is called the ship of the desert?  

Answer- Camels are used in the desert for transportation. Camels can move across the sand with ease due 

to their padded feet so the camel are called the “ship of the desert”. 


